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About This Game

1998. HALF-LIFE sends a shock through the game industry with its combination of pounding action and continuous, immersive
storytelling. Valve's debut title wins more than 50 game-of-the-year awards on its way to being named "Best PC Game Ever" by

PC Gamer, and launches a franchise with more than eight million retail units sold worldwide.

NOW. By taking the suspense, challenge and visceral charge of the original, and adding startling new realism and
responsiveness, Half-Life 2 opens the door to a world where the player's presence affects everything around him, from the

physical environment to the behaviors even the emotions of both friends and enemies.

The player again picks up the crowbar of research scientist Gordon Freeman, who finds himself on an alien-infested Earth being
picked to the bone, its resources depleted, its populace dwindling. Freeman is thrust into the unenviable role of rescuing the

world from the wrong he unleashed back at Black Mesa. And a lot of people he cares about are counting on him.

The intense, real-time gameplay of Half-Life 2 is made possible only by Source®, Valve's new proprietary engine technology.
Source provides major enhancements in:

Characters: Advanced facial animation system delivers the most sophisticated in-game characters ever seen. With 40
distinct facial "muscles," human characters convey the full array of human emotion, and respond to the player with
fluidity and intelligence.
Physics: From pebbles to water to 2-ton trucks respond as expected, as they obey the laws of mass, friction, gravity, and
buoyancy.
Graphics: Source's shader-based renderer, like the one used at Pixar to create movies such as Toy Story® and Monster's,
Inc.®, creates the most beautiful and realistic environments ever seen in a video game.
AI: Neither friends nor enemies charge blindly into the fray. They can assess threats, navigate tricky terrain, and fashion
weapons from whatever is at hand.
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Good job done on Dragon Truck Design Pack.

NEED: Big maps for ATS DLCs.

Truckers, in ATS, would you like big maps DLCs for ATS ?

In ETS2, they have big maps for Going East ! and Scandinavia. Truckers, do you want to drive truck across the U.S.A.?

We need big map DLCs for ATS.

THANK YOU.. recollect the gundemoniums for maximum points. interesting to say the least. I bought the original Space
Tripper back in 2001 and it's still holds up well today. Astro Tripper updates and extends it to take advantage of better graphics
and higher resolution screens without losing the core look & feel and is well worth the money. It's quick to get into and is one of
those games that when you get killed, you say "that was my fault, I'll do better next time!".

If you like classics such as "Uridium" and "Defender" this is probably right up your street and I fully recommend it.

There's also a free demo so that you can try it before committing. This is always a good sign from a developer and I wish more
would do it.. Melancholy republic... it's the state the game leaves you in afterwards.

I found it very well written and distinctly different from other visual novels. Every character was endearing in their own way
and just worked well together.

The game has no options menu (April 2018, maybe the dev will add it later) but you can change some keybinds using F1. Press
F5 to toggle fullscreen. Don't press F12 (screenshot) as it exits gameplay. Press esc to save when you're not in dialog.

. Far inferior to castles one. The additional features (regions and intruige) just have you staring at a screen, waiting for progress
bars.. It's not bad, but not worth its price either. If i had to rebuy it, i'd buy it at 10\u20ac. Loses its initial charm rather fast,
becoming aimless and all over the place after a little while. Not much to do despite all the complexity, which translates more as
a lack of depth.

There's all these game elements thrown at you but... not that much cohesion between them in the end. It's a lot of ideas put
together, yet very little carefully crafted design.

As some others have described it, the game also suffers from the automation, power creep, and lack of meaningful goals.

The art and music are cute though, and you can feel that the dev put some love into the game, albeit perhaps a bit naively..
Pretty simple but fun game with 4 types of mini game: hidden objects, three-in-a-row, original potions puzzle and boss battles
similar to PuzzleQuest game.
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I'm a big tower defense fan and I think have played most of them (including a majority of the wc3 TD's), and I'm also a sucker
for hunting achievments to 100%. (Just for you to know how much your views aligns with mine). Steam says I spent 70 hours on
this, but I think half of that is probably closer to the truth.

"Defend Your Life" is a "kingdom rush" clone (which I believe set the precendent with "guardhouse"-towers spawning blocker-
units).

The artstyle is consistent and good enough for any TD as far as I'm conserned. It has a fairly original theme and sticks to it.

The gameplay has a few ideas you seldom see in TDs: Like two monster-types that combine into a stronger if you fail in
preventing them from meeting up. Or the map with a destroyable bridge to change monsters' path. Or the oxygen-fans (income)
that are boostable by your other towers. Nice but not exactly revolutionary - nothing game changing.

The amount of towers in your arsenal is sparse at best.

The progression feels very standard but there has clearly been an effort to make a few maps specificly target certain talents. It's
a good thought - talents should be situational in TD's to make the strategic choices interesting. BUT it fails short because the
talents are too dull and the choices are too stupid: "On this map you can only use power ups" or "On this map you'll only see one
monster type the first 20 waves and then it changes" (Yeah, there is actually a pop-up message telling you just that as the map
begins).

The biggest issue this game has is the hero-control. It's clearly made for phones\/tablets. It feels like it has been copied from
similar games. Actually I'm sure it has been copied. It's WAY too familiar and I wouldn't be surprised if I learned the control
scheme is coming directly from the unity asset store, perhaps some TD kit? The problems with moving your hero (or not
moving your hero) depending on if you click on pathable or non-pathable ground. The notion that deselecting your hero after
moving him once. The way your hero approaches monsters, ignoring any and all pathing while the monster stops to wait. It's all
way too familiar, and it's not good!

On later levels a big chunk of the gameplay depend on you targeting specific monsters, and the controls being so inprecise can
be infuriating.

There are however decent keyboard shortcuts in this game which I applaud the devs for! (In worse TD's It's the face palm
moment when a mobile port TD hasn't even bothered to include keyboard shortcuts)

I also really appreciate the difficulty of the last (say 5 or so) levels in the game.

You can't avoid any of the achievments as go through the game, which makes them bland and superfluous. (I got the last
achievment "Level up your hero to level 50" at level 48, How now that is possible?)

So to sum things up: A somewhat generic TD with a fresh layer of paint on top. Poor controls. But it's still better than your
average TD and gives you a decent spin for your money. I'd say give it a go if you don't hate TD's and the price is around $5 or
less.. Book of Demons kept me entertained, it's not the best action RPG I've played - but it definitely scratched the itch and kept
me playing for over 15 hours. A great homage to Diablo, with an interesting papercraft style to it, and a creative card-based
equipment\/upgrade\/runic system. There's a lot of good streamlining that keeps the game flowing well, and onto the next area.
However, the bane of the genre - becoming overpowered, reared it's ugly head at about the halfway mark, and I found myself
nearly omnipotent for a few hours. Thankfully, it did ramp up a bit and i started to get a good challenge, and the final few boss
fights had me actually having to pull out all the stops and scramble a bit.

I have to give props to the devs - it's really well done. For as bombastic as the action gets - The entire screen will be filled with
explosions, smoke, fire, poison, creatures, and the game never stuttered, never slowed down. This is on at least an 8 year old
Alienware laptop I have hooked up to a TV, it has problems with a lot of modern games, but this ran really well. No problems,
no slowdowns, no bugs. The sound is great, i cranked it to where my neighbors definitely hate me if they didnt before.

I enjoyed it, and I see myself giving it another run with another class - in a while :). So far I say this game is good. With you
running around the house while you must keep the clock wound up it does create tension. The only problem is that I don't know
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how each toy works and It does get kinda confusing going from one room to the other even with the map. But besides that I
would recommend this game!. Awesome game! I really enjoyed it a lot! So far I've beaten the campaign and I must say it's quite
a challenge! I find some of the bosses pretty tricky to beat but I like their design! The graphics are pretty decent! It's like you
guys took the original Battle City and ramp up the graphics, music, and gameplay up to 11! I also love the upgrades and those
pick ups! There's a lot of variety with each new level and the customization is really cool! I recommend this game to those who
love those classic games like Battle City and Tank Force! I'm currently doing survival and see how far I can get! I'm also looking
forward to the customizeable level editor! That would be so cool! It would be like the classic Battle City! This game took
something I like and brought something new! So it's like nostalgia but also a fresh new take on it!. Little Nightmares The
Residence DLC

Spooky ghost, check
Puzzles, check,
Plot points revealed, check

Best Little Nightmares DLC chapter in my opinion. The story comes full circle and some mysteries are revealed..
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. Because of my hectic workhours, I didn't speak to my dad in a month.

But after I finished 3\/4 of this game, I grabbed my phone and called my dad and talked for a couple hours.

Thank you, Nanali Studios :'). Armor looks nice. Its a game about a russian car driver its just perfect. This game and in general
the entire series is highly intruiging because it has a great and quite fluid story. It has certian setbacks though, the general quality
of graphics is noticably not great but the game makes up for this in the quality of the story. The general feeling of making
gigantic monsters tofight other monsters and then you make even more monsters, just feels good in away. I would recomend this
game hily for anyone who enjoys a good storyline rpg game.
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